Basic Storage
& Seed Care

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW!

.

Your Seeds Are Alive
How To Properly Preserve Cannabis
SeedsCannabis seeds, with their tough outer shell,
seem pretty hardy. And while nature has definitely
designed them to hold up to a wide variety of
conditions, cannabis seeds aren’t invincible. Rapid
changes in temperature and high humidity, for
example, can quickly ruin a batch of seeds. Luckily,
caring for your seeds is simple. Keep reading to
learn how.
YOUR SEEDS ARE ALIVE! Many people forget this,
but it’s trueyour cannabis seeds are living
organisms. Before they germinate, however, they
are in a state of rest (much like some animals when
they hibernate). And like all living things, seeds can
die. When storing your seeds, you’ll want to give
them the optimal conditions to ensure they hold
through until you’re ready to germinate and plant
them.

Ideal Conditions For Seed storage
Cannabis seeds have three main
enemies:
Light
Humidity
Temperature changes
Here is how different levels of humidity
(% relative humidity) affect your cannabis
seeds:
80–100%: Seeds drown and wilt after
about 12 hours.
40–60%: Seeds germinate.18–20%:
Heating may occur, causing your seeds to
sweat

Ideally, you want to store your seeds in a
cool, dark, and dry place. Whenever possible,
keep your seeds in their original packaging. At
Seed God Seedbank, our breeders designed
their ackaging to protect our seeds until
you’re ready to plant them.
If your seeds get exposed to light or rapid
changes in temperature, these conditions will
trigger them to use up their nutrient stores

.12–14%: Over time, this amount of
humidity creates a breeding ground for
fungi both inside and outside your seeds
.8–9%: Over time, this humidity level
attracts insects and pests.

before they ever see soil, meaning they won’t
have the nutrients they need to germinate.
High humidity, on the other hand, can trigger
fungi to grow on your seeds.

WHERE AND HOW TO STORE YOUR CANNABIS
SEEDS
For short-term storage, a dark cupboard or

Ziplock bags, for example, are great because

drawer with stable temperatures is usually fine.

you can remove all the air from them to create an

Try to keep your seeds out of areas of your house

almost vacuum-sealed container for your seeds.

that are susceptible to the natural temperature

Once vacuum-sealed, put your bag inside a dark

changes of your local environment.If, for

plastic bag or dark container to protect your

example, you live in an area with very warm

seeds from your fridge light.Remember, modern

daytime temperatures and cool nights, try to

fridges are very dry. It’s super important your

protect your seeds from these changes and don’t

seeds aren’t directly exposed to these conditions,

store them outside in a shed or garage.For long-

as the lack of humidity can cause them to use up

term storage, it’s best to keep your seeds in a

their nutrient stores just to stay alive.

sealed container inside the fridge. Remember that
opening the door of your fridge can actually

CAN YOU STORE SEEDS IN THE FREEZER?

cause some pretty dramatic temperature shifts. If
you happen to have a second fridge that gets

Yes, cannabis seeds can be stored in the freezer.

used less often than the one in your kitchen, use

The lower the temperature, the slower they

that one to store your seeds.Again, whenever

decline. However, it’s usually not necessary to

possible, keep your seeds in their original

freeze your seeds. Meet the conditions we

packaging. If you do open a pack of seeds and

outlined above, and you should be able to

have leftovers, transfer the extra seeds directly

preserve your seeds for up to five years and still

into a sealed airtight container.

get a high germination rate.

